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Papillon
A creation by Tristan Eche
All-audience concert : 1h10

Papillon is a guitar and singing concert. A space
opera where  classical  guitar  and  singing  are
adorned with fantastic effects. Papillon is resolutely
epic,  grandiose,  immersive,  drawing  its  essence
from  the  sounds  of  our  vast  world,  rich  in
immeasurable  different  forms  and  yet
fundamentally  universal.  Electro  fuses  with
ancestral  songs,  transforms,  regenerates,  carried
by the harmony of an unclassifiable celestial guitar
propelling us to the other end of ourselves. 

Most  of  the sounds are played live.  Tristan
uses  computer-aided  music  software driven
with a pedal  to transform the sound material.
The  classical  guitar  becomes  an  improbable
celestial  orchestra,  mutated  into  an  electro
synth, regains its natural tone,  taking us ever
further,  more  intensely  into  the  heart  of  the
concert. Listen to the title «Orchestre céleste»,
yes it is a guitar.

      >>>

Glossolaly? Is the fact of expressing oneself, 
praying, chanting, and in his case singing in an 
imaginary language. Each piece of music sung is 
linked to a narrative, a strong and spiritual 
intention. The concert, as a whole, follows a 
precise plot, it tells a story, simple, universal: life, 
death, he restart,
the transformation, the movement...
These texts will only appear on the album booklet 
with their illustrations.
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TECHNICAL SHEET « Papillon »

Person on stage: 1

Duration of the concert: 1h10

Price: 350€ + compensation

Human Need

1 front-of-house engineer to adjust sound 
1 light engineer to liven up the concert

The system used on stage includes

1 microphone stand and a microphone
1 guitar
1 computer
1 sound card
1 midi foot controller

The sound card stereo output ( line/xlr ) is directly sent into the mixer. The returns 
are ensured by an in-ear headset directly connected to this sound card.

Titre
–1 Le gouffre
–2 La chute
–3 Papillon
–4 Solida
–5 Ritournelle
–6 Emergence
–7 Eclosion
–8 Mémoires oubliées
–9 Chant céleste 1er partie
–10 Chant céleste 2ème partie
–11 Orchestre céleste
–12 Le retour
–13 Le gardien
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